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their tool-making as they advanced. The so-called Yayoi
remains—pottery, crude clay images, and weapons of
stone—are of the neolithic type founcHn Korea and North
Manchuria, while early Japanese religion had close affinity
with the Shamanism of those countries.
The dominant type is certainly Mongolian,1 the house-
hold habits are Malay:* and the summary of a modern
lay-anthropologist of Japan, 'northern mother, southern
' father', while it is too schematic, is suggestive. For the
language of the Japanese seems to be a blend of Polynesian
and mainland tongues, their habits of tool-making and
building are those of the Islanders, adopted and modified,
and in their dolmens or burial-mounds are found not only
clay models of huts of Malayan type and of men in the
curious beetle-shard armour characteristic of Japan, but
also metal swords, highly wrought bronze mirrors, orna-
ments of mainland provenance, and frescoes akin to those
of Korea, Here, then, southern waves of immigrants are
to be detected meeting others from the mainland, from
among whom the islanders must have obtained wives.
Coming in outrigger ships from great distances they can-
not have brought women with them, and they would not
intermarry freely with the Ainu. If we date the shell-
mounds as lasting to about the first millennium b.c. and
the dolmens as beginning about the fifth century b.c., we
shall be approximately correct.
Their earliest history, vague as it is, is told in baffling
?
icture-form in the old sagas of the Japanese. We read of
immu Tenno, the first ruler, prototype of the Tenson
or dominant race, and of Susano-o, 'Lord of Violence,
expelled from heaven', leader perhaps of an immigration
from the mainland. But the official records belong to the
eighth century a,d., and were edited and rewritten with
a didactic purpose, the Kojiki—Record of Ancient Things
—to establish the divine origin of the royal house, the
Nihongi—Chronicle of Nihon—to adapt this early history
1 i*. the eyelid has the ^Mongolian fold', the skull is broad and prognatbic;
the hair straight.	2 e.g. diet, clothing, architecture.

